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BORROW,  
DON’T BUY

Scott Yanoff created the  
Shorewood Shed to save us  

money and encourage  
connections with our neighbors

BY PAULA WHEELER 
PHOTO BY PATRICK MANNING

Scott Yanoff,  
founder of the virtual  

Shorewood Shed  
crowdlending  

platform, with items  
neighbors might  
want to borrow.
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S
eason after season of seeing  
neighbors hard at work on home 
and yard improvement projects  
got Scott Yanoff thinking: How 
much equipment is housed on  
one Shorewood block but used 

only once or a handful of times per year? 
Too much, it turns out, for the sustainably 

minded Yanoff, who himself needed  
to clean his driveway but was loathe to  
acquire his own power washer that he  
knew would, post-project, just sit in  
storage gathering dust. 

“I thought, why are we buying all these 
things — or even renting these things?”  
says Yanoff. “I was banking on other  
people feeling the same way.”

As a member of the Facebook group  
Buy Nothing Shorewood, where neighbors 
give away items they no longer want or 
need, Yanoff noticed frequent posts from 
would-be borrowers. He approached the 
group’s administrators with his idea of  
starting a virtual tool shed that would  
enable neighbors to easily find and  
borrow needed but rarely used items  
from one another. 

They felt that his crowdlending idea  
“was in the spirit of Buy Nothing,” Yanoff 
says, because the concept emphasizes 
sustainability through re-use, free exchange 
and also building community, a tenet of the 
national Buy Nothing movement. “So they 
let me use (the group) as a launching point.” 

Yanoff introduced the Shorewood Shed 
over Memorial Day Weekend, after gathering  

some starter items, creating a database and 
building a website. To avoid making a public list 
of people’s email addresses, he devised a simple 
process, outlined at shorewoodshed.org, for those 
“searching for a sewing machine” or “yearning for 
yard tools.” 

Items are listed in categories, which continue  
to expand and currently include lawn and  
garden (including the power washer Yanoff  
ultimately did borrow), crafts, tools, kitchen,  
safety, electronics, entertainment, medical  
and even recreation, if you need the right  
stuff for fly fishing, bird watching or a simple 
game of Corn Hole. 

And for that magical day when people can  
return to hosting large gatherings, Yanoff notes, 
“There are two chocolate fountains in the Shed.” n
To lend or borrow an item, visit shorewoodshed.org.


